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Abstract
We have computed the masses, wave functions and sea quark coulent of mesons
in their ground state by integrating tlie Delhe-Salpeter equation wilh a stochastic
algorithm. This method allows the inclusion of a large set of diagrams. Inspection of

I.

Introduction

Potential models of hadrons composed of constituent quarks[l] have lioeii very
successful in predicting many properties of mesons mid baryous. This indicate*; that
the concept of "physical" or constituent quarks is valid and useful. On the other
hand, lattice calcillations|2] with bare quarks as well as hag mndcls[3] have also
been successful in obtaining liadro» properties, and represent alternative methods tu
determine the properties of QCD bound states.
A fourth possibility for obtaining these physical observable as well as wave functions is the integration of the B<:thc-Siilpctcr[4] (BS) equation. This has also l>eeii
realized|5 15j, although analytical approaches liavi; always bi-cn lianij>ored by the
complexity of the equation.
ltccently we proposed|1G] a novel method to solve the BS equation using a stochastic algorithm. Although lacking in the generality and accuracy of analytical solutions
it has the advantage of allowing the inclusion of many diagrams, as well as providing
a complete relativist»' formulation for any value of the coupling constant.
In this paper we will descrilx: in Sire. 2 the formalism mentioned above for lite ra.se
of a bound quark-antiquark pair. In Sec. 3 we establish the parameters used in the
evaluation, the general method of integration and the accuracy of tin: results. These
an: listed in Sec. 4. Conclusions and final remarks are presented ill Sec. 5.
II.

T h e Formalism

The BS equation can be: used to express in a covariant formalism (in momentum
space) the wave function of IHUIIKI states of particles. In a compact form this equation
reads:
(I)

the kernel of the equation .shows that q-Jj pairs witli similar constituent masses in a
singlet spin state exhibit a highly hound slate, which is not present iti other pairs.
Tin: pion, kaon and eta belongs to this category.
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where n,{»,... are the '1 momenta of quarks a, 6,... and F(n,fc,...) is the Fock span*
wave function. To simplify the notation we arc not indicating spin and color labels
in f anil K. The kernel /i'(«,4,... ; a'b'...) of the equation is comjMJsed of the sum
of the amplitudes for the différent diagrams to be considered. The sum and integral
include all <!-momenta, spins and color states involved. The bound system has a. total
.1 momentum P = a + b + ... = 0 and its mass is M —< «o -f bo.... >
In the past, this equation w;vs solved only for simple cases i.e. the ladder approximation with mid without spin, although it has spawned a large number of related
equations and approximations. We found recently] 1G] an alternative method of integration using a simple stochastic method dcscrilied in the next section. The diagrams
whose amplitudes were included in K are shown in Fig. I and were chosen Ijecause
they constitute the major contributions of all diagrams with one, two and three gluon
exchaiigi-s.
Using tin: Feynman gauge untl reiiormalizcd fields we have,
(2)
fi:r the gluon propagator, when: k and / art: color labels,
(3)

2 7 Hg 1 7

for the quark propagator willi constituent mass m ;uul momentum />,
(•1)
a

for the gluon-qiiark vert«.'x, where L arc Llic Gull-Maim matrices,

Air the tlin:c glut») vertex.
From the above, we obtained in the usual fashion tlio amplitudes for the diagrams
shown in Fig. 1. For instance, the first one has the following amplitude,
A\

- 4/3"' (
(a* -

(6)

where tht: parameter C has values 3 and 0 for the spin singlet and triplet cases respectively. In E<(. (2) we have changed the usual -t factor with 1. With this change
the Wick rotation is not necessary. If one compares the ground slate binding energy
as a function of the coupling constant o using the BS equation in the latter approximation using the Wick rotation or the phase change mentioned above, one obtains
better agreement with the Dirac equation with the lutter.
Several functions were tested for the momentum dependence of the running coupling constant it, == y*/4n, including in particular the OUCH used in Kef. [lj and in
Hef. [15], us well as u constant. We used n, constant for the results presented here
•us no improvement in the fit was obtained witli the other functions. Electromagnetic
«•iFects have been neglected, and diagram (c) in Fig. 1 is the sum over loops with up,
down and strange quarks.
In Table I we show the input parameters used in the calculations, where the value
of a, = 0.3 is used only for the pion.

III.

Computation

A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in Ilef. |1G|. We have assumed
spherical symmetry in the ground stale wave functions, which reduces the number of
independent components of all momenta. We defined in this computation tin: average
< '/o > = E ' " i ~~ A/. This ansatz h;is the appropriate small coupling limit, the correct
relalivistic rise in the binding energy for QliD and .simplifies the integration. Initial
vidues for F and the meson mass M were assumed and the integrand of Eq. (1) was
evaluated using in trials in which random numbers with uniform distribution were
assigned to the momenta. In this fashion an approximate value of the integral wns
obtained, which in turn produced a new F. The deviation from unity of the integral
of F was then used to obtain a new value of M. This process was repeated n times,
and the final F and A/ were the averages «if these intermediate values.
To test the algorithm, its convergence speed and accuracy we used it for QED
and compared it with the Dirac equation for several values of «t, (the last diagram
of Fig. 1 was excluded and mu < < >ri6). This comparison showed that the method
required values of m = 20,001) and n =20 for an accuracy of A/ smaller than S%.
Triplet .spin states were somewhat more accurate. Larger values of o , required larger
in and n as the fluctuations in F and M increased.

In the computation there are two implicit cut-offs. Small values oft/ are restricted
by the .smallest possible angle between p and p', anil the largest values of p art; given
by u parameter T (where T > 4 m,t».). We tested extensively the dependence of the
linal results with T, and within u large margin of valut» the results are independent
of this parameter. The quality of the intégration can 1M: testetl also by comparing;
results with different sets of random numbers, und by the tinal total average; uf £ F
which has to be 1.

IV.

Results

Using the parameters indicated in Table I we obtained the masses for the ground
states of 18 mesons. The quark masses were found by optimizing the results ù; a
search procedure, although a global fit was not performed. The values of the insuues
could l«e improved further with a global least square lit and larger values of m and 71,
as well as a larger set of diagrams. Apart from the masses we also obtained the wave
functions anil the sea quark contents of these states. The results are summarized in
Table II, where tin: A terms are the integrated amplitudes of tin: diagram (c) for the
up, down ami strange quarks.
An unexpected result was the case in which both quarks had similar masses at id
were in a singlet spin state. Then the system supports a deeply bound state (Goldstone lk>son) with a value of a. for the pion exactly half of the other stall». In this
case the binding energy is larger than »i, and smaller than 2m 8 . In Fig. 2 we show
the uiinonnalized wave functions for the ir* (140) and the D £ (18G9).
The statistical uncertainty in the calculation uf the musses in Table II is 4%, and
the uncertainly in the amplitudes of u or d sea quark pairs A(u,d) as well us a quark
pairs A(s) is 8%. The statistical uncertainties of the F arc 15%.
Using tht: ft* wave function we calculated the nns radius and obtained < r > =
U.G3 fm in good agreement with experiment^ resulls[17] of < r, > = (U.C5 ± 0.03)
fill.

V.

Conclusions

We have presented an algorithm with which it is possible to integrate the covariant
1)S equation for a large number of variables, opening the possibility of including many
diagrams and more than two particles. The physical interpretation of the method is
akin to following the evolution of a system of fermions hound by the exchange of
glnons.
Tin: formalism was used to compute the masses of mesons using the five largest
amplitudes involving the exchange of one, two and three gliions.
Within the accuracy of the computation the results obtained agree with the experimental values. The pion, kiion and eta wave function are obtained as deeply hound
states allowed only for singlet spin states of similar masses. Sea quark pairs can l>e
included and their relative amplitude calculated.
This method can be compared with other recently developed formalisms.!, 18,19]
The first one finds analytic solutions to potential models in momentum space, while
the second one uses a spectrum generating uigebru b.ised on general symmetries.
Although IMIIII can determine excited state energies the algorithm described alx>ve
ran be used for more than two fermions and therefore could be usetl to evaluate
haryous.
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Figure Captions
1. The diagrams whose amplitudes were included i» the kernel of Ecj. (1). In
diagram (c) we take tin: sum over up.down and strange; for the p:dr c,c'.
2. The liiinoniializcd wave functions F of the w* (140) and the D± (18G9).
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